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1 Introduction 

Certain factors have a significant impact on a human’s mental process and behavioural 

style. Some of the primary positive elements of mental health include happiness, 

confidence, self-esteem, interpersonal relationships, and comfort [1]. Our percep-

tions of society, and even of ourselves, are primarily influenced by these elements. 

The foregoing criteria have a big impact on our behaviour and psychological presenta-

tions. Several negative mental parameters influence our beliefs and social behaviours 

[2]. Social withdrawals, severe paranoia, dramatic mood swings, and other negative 

aspects are some of the most common mental characteristics. There is a deciding 

factor that governs both positive and negative mental characteristics, and that compo-

nent is stress. Stress is a factor that, when induced in abundance, reduces the stillness 

of mental state, it is crucial to keep it in a manageable range.
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1.1 Major Cause Effects of Stress 

Stress is an unavoidable element of human life for a variety of reasons. It is fairly 

frequent in today’s environment, but when stress begins to negatively impact our 

health, it is critical to find a solution; otherwise, significant anger difficulties, anxiety, 

depression, and even suicidal tendencies can result. Increased occurrences of road 

rage and suicide may always be traced back to stress if properly investigated [3] 

(Fig. 1). 

Family and work-related concerns are the main sources of stress. The severity of 

stress is determined by the size of the problem. It might be as minor as relocating to 

a new home to as major as the death of a loved one or the loss of a career. Divorce, 

financial commitments, chronic illness, traumatic events, natural disasters, violence, 

discrimination, and a variety of other factors all contribute to stress. Whatever the 

cause of stress, it undoubtedly causes a slew of social, emotional, econoic, and 

professional issues, necessitating the development of a sophisticated and precise 

system for measuring and analyzing stress levels. 

Biomedical sensors are way smart now, and they are also capable of detecting 

minor fluctuations in body parameters. Complex diseases like foot ulcers can also 

be treated with the help of electronic types of equipment. These electronic sensors 

play an important role to correct our body illness if used practically [4].
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Fig. 1 Major stressors and their integration in people’s life 
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2 Related Works 

Stress is very common today due to several reasons associated with over-ambition, 

life dissatisfaction, family and financial imbalance, etc. Especially, professional 

issues bring a lot of health concerns with it. People with high-tension jobs are always 

at a high risk of getting overstressed. The management of stress should start long 

back before it starts to cause health-related problems. At the current time, sensor 

technology is smart enough to detect the level of stress based on physical symptoms. 

The detailed analysis of stress data collected from GSR sensor is used in the paper. 

Stress identification, reductionist approach, and major issues with the practicality 

of using GSR are well evaluated. Experiments are conducted to study the real GSR 

data collected from the field. The identification of stress in all three categories of 

acute, episodic acute, and chronic is well explained so that it could be identified 

during practice. The GSR graph can provide a clear picture of tracking the human 

mind for its different phases in terms of stress like normal, aroused, stressed, and 

relaxing. Sensor data in several conditions like during exercise and ending exercise 

on different users for different time lengths are recorded and observed. The data 

analysis and observation are found to be highly ambiguous from the study, whereas 

stress patterns can be more reliable with more controlled settings [5]. 

Cognitive stress at an interpersonal level is an important issue that needs urgent 

evaluation to reach social acceptance. The major device used for the analysis is 

galvanic skin response (GSR), electroencephalogram, and photoplethysmogram 

(PPG). Each sensor is applied to evaluate the low- and high-cognitive stress. The 

major findings and targeted sectors are to identify the stress parameters through 

major sensors like EEG, GSR, and PPG signals that correlate with stress. The cross 

verification is performed for multiple sensors to validate the accuracy of the read-

ings and outputs. The main aim of the work was to discriminate between low and 

high stress using multiple devices. During the study, GSR and EEG were performed 

decently. This gave us an idea that different devices are present to analyze the stress 

parameter but GSR serves the task accurately [6]. 

With the advancement of technology, biomedical and physiological sensors 

became smarter than ever. The advancement also brought many realistic digital games 

and this caused to have a debate of their actual nature and its impact on the human 

brain. This stress needed to be analyzed to identify, at which point of the game how 

much stress is experienced by the user. Generally, analyzing the GSR data is very 

complex as it gives the long-term measure of the user. The perceived notion of the 

user is analyzed in this paper to match up with the GSR data in this paper. The indi-

vidual approach provides accurate, precise, and relevant stress analysis data in the 

study [7].
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3 System Design and Methodology 

Galvanic skin response (GSR) is also known as a skin conductance measurement 

device. It is an indirect measure of emotional arousal because the state of emotion 

is directly linked with sweat glands. A stressed state of mind severely stimulates the 

sweat glands. The sweating skin has lower resistance and higher conductance, and 

dry skin has higher resistance and lower conductance. The minor fluctuation in skin 

conductance and resistance is minutely observed by the galvanic skin response (GSR) 

sensor [8]. This makes the whole system extremely accurate to track the emotional 

parameter. The sensors were apt to be used for stress analysis in our proposed 

system. We look forward to exploring the practical usage and stress measurements for 

several stressed and comparatively less stressed subjects from different age groups 

[9] (Fig. 2). 

The above graph clearly states the variation in the skin conductance graph with 

a deep breath. During a deep breath, our brain gets enough oxygen and diverts our 

concentration towards other necessary biological and mental refreshing settings. 

Deep breathing is already proved to affect the stress is utilized in our concept [11]. 

3.1 Working Principle 

Skin conductance input is taken generally from hand and foot areas (Fig. 3). To 

collect GSR data Ag/AgCl (silver chloride), contact points are connected with skin. 

The ionic activities are accurately transferred through these electrodes. The signal 

received from the skin is transmitted through the lead wire to the GSR device. The 

data rate is usually with the sampling of 1–10 Hz, and the unit is micro-siemens 

(µS) [9]. The skin conductance data are either analogue values in terms of numbers

Fig. 2 GSR stress correlation graph—sensor datasheet [10] 
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Fig. 3 Overall system block diagram 

or voltage. We utilize numbers because of higher analysis points. The graphical 

representation of numerical data looks much easy to handle due to its high-variation 

profile. 

4 Development and Testing 

Development of the module started with finalizing the power required to efficiently 

run the overall systems till assembling all the components. During testing phase, the 

detailed analysis of different instances of stress was analyzed. 

4.1 Development 

We linked the GSR sensor with the Arduino system to analyze its data in graphical and 

numerical format. We utilized an Android app to see the reading in numerical format 

with audio instruction on our phones. We used TP4056 circuitry and a rechargeable 

18,650—2600 mAh battery to power the system. This makes the whole module a 

portable unit to have a handheld status. The wireless display enables it to provide 

better visibility of the overall process (Figs. 4, 5, and 6).
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Fig. 4 Initial developments 

Fig. 5 End product

4.2 Testing 

There have been several studies on how the human body reacts with stress and its 

measurement with GSR sensors [12, 13]. Our analysis worked on how different 

the GSR behaves with different emotions, with relaxation, sleep, music, and other 

parameters. The test is subjected to multiple individuals in multiple instances and time
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Fig. 6 Overall circuit diagram

durations. Result obtained is altered in higher and lower values of GSR, but increase 

and decrease in skin conductance are identical in similar situations during the testing 

phase, we tried to analyze the GSR value in different instances of time, mental condi-

tion, with stress controllable environment, and with deep breathing/meditation and 

music effect. We have analyzed the system for a controlled environment. Controlled 

environment parameters are like regulating stress by cycling, exercise, listening to 

music, deep breath, etc. (Figs. 7 and 8). 

Fig. 7 Stress versus sleep analysis
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Fig. 8 Stress versus deep breathing and music

• When the GSR is measured initially, it is almost constant with minor variations.
• There is a stress level drop recorded when the subject listened to the music and 

rose almost to the point when music was turned off.
• Deep breathing showed a huge drop in stress level that too instantaneously. The 

most impressive this is, it remained on the minimum level for a very long time.
• The stress level was found to be minimal when the subject just got up from sleep.
• As the person wakes up and mind comes out of sleep subject’s mind, the stress 

level keeps on increasing till it reached the persons average stress level. 

5 Conclusion 

Stress is the sole constant component that persists across life lengths and oscillates 

with positive and negative mental features at random. Several scales have been used 

in various studies to determine the amount of stress using questionnaires. Scale-

based systems are excellent for long-term analysis, but our technique works for 

both immediate stress analysis and long-term study. The system is used in real-

time for data collection and analysis. The result suggests that the GSR sensor is 

accurate enough to be used in day to day life for stress analysis. We developed a 

handheld portable device called portable stress measurement and analysis system 

(PSMAS), which is efficient enough to measure and plot the accurate stress level 

of a person. It is powered by rechargeable batteries to keep it working around the 

clock. It has a Bluetooth device that links with Android applications to provide voice 

announcements as well as a visual display. Soon, the device will become popular 

like thermometer and SpO2 device because of the increasing stress level amongst
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the people. The system is tested for real-time usage and stress analysis, which gives 

an acceptable output. As a future enhancement, we plan to add IoT services to the 

system to make it a device with worldwide coverage. 
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